ABSTRACT

PHADNIS, DEEPTI VISHWAS. Achieving Communication Scalability in Collaborative Development Tools: Performance Modeling of the Jazz Development Environment. (Under the direction of Dr. Michael Devetsikiotis.)

Scalability remains a crucial challenge in developing the tremendous potential of distributed collaborative environments. We have performed a detailed study of the scalability aspects of the underlying communications and service delivery platform required to operate large scale collaborative development environments, with particular application to Rational collaboration tools. We have utilized simulation trials to quantify traffic and resource usage patterns and their scaling characteristics and parameterized by use of caching degree and multiprocessing.

We have designed a performance model to analyze the scalability aspects of the Jazz system. The system is modeled as Closed Queuing Network. The system is simulated using the Arena Simulator. Various scenarios are simulated to understand how the system would behave under various conditions. We are also providing an approximate mathematical closed form solution using Multi Class Mean Value Analysis to solve the model. A comparison between results from simulation and MVA is also done.

Numerical results of the performance of system under various load conditions are provided. Results using caching are also obtained. Average response times, service calls per second, bottlenecks, resource utilizations are predicted.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Scalability remains a crucial challenge in developing the tremendous potential of distributed collaborative environments. We have performed a detailed study of the scalability aspects of the underlying communications and service delivery platform required to operate large scale collaborative development environments, with particular application to Rational collaboration tools and Jazz.

We have done simulation trials to quantify traffic and resource usage patterns and their scaling characteristics and parameterized using caching and multiprocessing.

1.2 Overview

We have designed a performance model to analyze the scalability aspects of the Jazz system. Jazz is a team collaboration platform for the full software development lifecycle, designed to support seamless integration of tasks across all phases of the software lifecycle. It’s platform is based on a client-server architecture. The Jazz server hosts a set of services and houses data in its repository. Remote clients communicate with the Jazz server over the network using HTTP.

We have modeled the Rational Team Concert as a Closed Queuing Network. Each part of the system is modeled as a queue with buffer space and service time. There are different classes of requests depending on the service called each having its own service time.

We are also providing an approximate mathematical closed formed solution to solve the model using Multiclass Mean Value Analysis. An exact solution hasn’t been proposed since large queuing network models become quickly infeasible from a computation point of view even if population comprises few customer classes [24, 9]. If we use approximate solutions, time to compute the results reduces.
We have simulated the system under various load conditions and provided the numerical results. Results with caching are also obtained. Using our model bottlenecks, average response times, service transactions per second, resource utilizations can be predicted.

We are simulating the model using the Arena simulator. Code is written in VBA to automate the collection of results.

1.3 Related Work

We have modeled the Rational Team Concert Server as having different classes of services with one or more processors shared between the services and solved it using multiclass mean value analysis. Another way to solve this kind of sharing was using Queuing Networks with Blocking [23, 22]. Exact closed form solutions for closed queuing networks with blocking have been reported only in few cases. Most techniques used to analyze such networks have been in the form of approximations, numerical analysis and simulation [22]. Blocking Before Service (server is not occupied) was used for open networks [22]. Blocking takes a mean service time for all types requests. Our model uses different service times for different classes.

The Method of Layers [26] is also proposed to solve such queuing networks and provide performance estimates for Distributed applications. Performance of such distributed applications is affected by software design, threading level, instances of processors and allocation of processes to processors. Linearizer [20] algorithm is used for predicting performance results. Linearizer algorithm gives an approximate analysis of closed product form queuing networks. MOL divides a Layered Queuing network into two complementary models, one for software and one for devices and combines results to provide performance estimates for the system.

The Stochastic Rendezvous Networks (SRVN) [31] is also used for modeling distributed environment. Server tasks execute in two-phase pattern. In rendezvous phase the customer and the server communicate. In post rendezvous phase the caller task is released. Bard-Schweitzer approximate Mean Value Analysis has been implemented with SRVN [26].

1.4 Performance Modeling

1.4.1 Need for performance modeling

Performance modeling is an integral aspect for the design of any system [16]:

1. Helps us to evaluate the design and detect flaws in it before actually spending time and resources in it.

2. Help in improving the scalability of the system.
3. Detect bottlenecks
4. Detect the most used paths and resources
5. Detect interdependencies of different components
6. Capacity provisioning
7. Performance prediction
8. Figure out how system bottlenecks shift with changes in workload characteristics

1.4.2 Factors affecting Performance

The various factors which affect the performance of the system are payload size, number of servers, load balancing, hardware and software constraints, maximum number of users that can simultaneously access the server, maximum number of connections made, resource management etc.

1.4.3 Effects

1. Waiting Time - Time spent waiting for the resource.
2. Response Time - It is the time between the client sending the request and getting the response. It is the addition of waiting time and service time.
3. Throughput - Amount of data which can be successfully transferred within a given period of time
4. Resource Utilization - It is the fraction of time that the resource is busy.
5. Transactions per second - It will be the number of transactions executed in one second.

1.5 Collaborative Software Development

Software development has evolved from being concentrated at a single site to being geographically distributed. This phenomena is called as ‘distributed’, ‘global’ or ‘multi-site’ development. It has several benefits of availability of a large pool of skilled people, round-the-clock development and huge savings through low labor cost in developing countries [29, 14].

For any project to be successful there should be a shared understanding of requirements, good co-ordination, good organization of tasks to take care of inter-dependencies, good system which manages and tracks changes well.
Global Software Engineering (GSD) is coordination over distance [14]. Geographic distance profoundly affects ability to collaborate [21]. Spontaneous communication and collaboration declines as a function of distance between offices, and the asymptote is nearly at a distance of 30 meters [3, 14]. Lack of communication reduces collaboration. Different reasons for lack of communication are difference in time zones, different cultures, different language, different working styles.

1.5.1 Collaborative Software Tools

A 'Collaborative Development Environment' (CDE) is defined as 'a virtual space wherein all the stakeholders of the project even if distributed by time or distance may negotiate, brainstorm, discuss, share knowledge, and generally labor together to carry out some task, most often to
create an executable deliverable and its supporting artefacts’ [6].

Collaborative software tools help in solving some of the problems related to the collaborative and geographically distributed software development. They have provisions for maintaining different versions of code, bug tracking, informal communication, maintaining project related documentation, integration builds, testing and task management. Different tools that are available for collaborative software development are:

1. SourceForge - It is an open source software hosting web site, which offers features like bug tracking, project management, forum service, mailing list distribution, configuration management and discussions [12].

2. Subversion - It is a version control system which uses copy-modify-merge approach. It uses URLs to identify version files and directories [8].

3. Stellation - It introduces fine-grained source control with more focus on dynamic program organization and inter-program co-ordination [29].

4. Sangam - Sangam is an eclipse plug-in through which users in different locations can share workspace. It also includes chatting. It is based on pair programming [15].

5. Coven - Supports temporal fine granularity. Individual changes can be checked in the sub repository without them affecting the master copy. It has hierarchical repository which allows sub teams to isolate their changes yet work in coordination with rest of the project. Coven uses ‘soft locks’ for communication which allows programmers to attach notifications to parts of the project to keep in touch with other programmers [7].

1.6 Web Services

Jazz has a number of web services which are hosted on the Jazz server as well as Rational Team Server. It uses Service Oriented Architecture. Web services use the SOAP protocol which runs over HTTP. Jazz uses the Representational State Transfer (REST) [11] style of architecture. REST assumes that web consists of hyper linked resources which are identified by an URI. A well designed application will seem like a linked set of resources. REST is stateless. Each request from client must contain all the information required for the request. It is cacheable since responses from server can be marked ‘cacheable’ and can be stored by client [19].

1.7 Methods which help in improving scalability

Different methods are used to improve performance and scalability of system like Store and Forward, Aggregate, Clustering, Partitioning, Mirroring, Caching.
1.7.1 Mirroring

By distributing client requests across mirrors, request loads can be distributed across multiple mirrors. Thus the response would be in timely fashion even if there is high load. It helps in load balancing and increasing the reliability since even if one server fails some other mirror can satisfy the request. Mirror is configured on database level [13].

1.7.2 Caching

Developers often use replication and caching mechanisms to enhance web application performance. Caching techniques can be classified broadly into four techniques [30]:

1. Edge Computing - It replicates the application code at multiple edge servers and keeps the data centralized. If the edge servers are located worldwide, each data access incurs wide area network (WAN) latency and the central database could become a bottleneck.

2. Data Replication: - Places data at each edge server so that generating a page requires only local computation and data access. Each update must be propagated to all replicas to maintain the data consistency.

3. Content-Aware Data Caching - Content aware caching systems cache database results and query results as the application code issues them. Each edge server maintains a partial copy of the database.

4. Content-Blind Data Caching - It stores the results of the remote database queries separately. A cache will have a hit only if the application issues the exact same query.

1.7.3 Proxy cache

Jazz is compatible for using forward proxy caching as well as reverse proxy caching. It can be set up with either Apache Httpd or Squid proxy cache. Proxy caches are useful for handling the exponential web traffic. They are installed where many clients are accessing the internet through a single path [1].

Clients experience processing delays due to proxy caches. If the proxy cache becomes the bottleneck users experience intolerable ‘network delays’. HTTP defines proxy as ‘An intermediary program which acts both as a server and a client for the purpose of making requests on behalf of other clients’. Not all documents can be cached. Very large documents are uncachable. 20-25% of Web objects coming through proxies are uncachable [27].
1.8 Contribution

We have designed a performance model for the Rational Team Server which is a collaborative software development tool. The model is a closed queuing network. Each part of the system is modeled as a queue with buffer space and service time. We have analyzed the data given by IBM for designing this model.

The model is simulated using the Arena Simulator. Various scenarios are simulated to understand how the system would behave under certain conditions. Factors like caching degree and multiprocessing degree are changed and performance results are collected. We can predict response time, resource utilizations, bottlenecks and service calls per second using model.

We also provide an approximate closed form solution using the Mean Value Analysis for multiclass requests. Comparison is shown between results from simulation and multiclass mean value analysis.

1.9 Organization Of Thesis

The organization of thesis is as follows:

- Chapter 2 - We describe the architecture of Jazz, a collaborative software development platform and Rational Team server, the first Jazz based tool.

- Chapter 3 - We describe our performance model of the Rational Team server and how each user interacts with the system.

- Chapter 4 - We simulate the performance model using Arena for various scenarios. We also give a mathematical solution to our performance model using Multi class Mean Value Analysis. We compare the results obtained from simulation and Multiclass MVA.

- Chapter 5 - We summarize our work and propose extensions for future work.
Chapter 2

Jazz

2.1 Jazz Collaborative Tool

Jazz is a team collaboration platform for the full software development life cycle development. It is designed to support seamless integration of tasks across all phases of the software life cycle. It enables small teams within one project group to work together [1].

It is collaborative software development environment which has features for requirement analysis, shared work spaces, team organization, task management, bug management.

2.1.1 Design Goals

The Jazz Platform is designed and built to:

1. Support seamless integration of tasks across the software life cycle.
2. Facilitate team collaboration and coordination throughout the software life cycle.
3. Provide an extensible platform.
4. Support globally distributed development teams.
5. To scale well from small teams to large teams.
6. Maintain audit trails and automate bookkeeping so that teams are accountable.
7. Support UI integrations (IDE, web browser) that fit the needs of customers.
8. Foster a broad ecosystem of tool providers, including independent software vendors (ISVs).
9. Make software development more enjoyable.
2.2 Jazz Architecture

A software project requires various tools for its complete development cycle. The different tools cannot work together since each of them have their own interfaces, vocabularies. It is difficult to integrate tools [1]. Jazz is a platform which can integrate different tools pertaining to different phases of the life cycle together.

The main goal of Jazz is to integrate various diverse tools together to provide an integrated experience to the user. The Jazz Integration Architecture (JIA) integrates diverse tools. It has a Jazz Team Server (JTS) at the center with various Jazz Foundation Services (JFS) hosted.

Jazz and Team Concert

- Jazz is a technology platform

![Jazz Technology and Team Concert](image.jpg)

Figure 2.1: Jazz Technology and Team Concert. Picture taken from [10]

2.2.1 Jazz Team Server

The Jazz Team Server hosts the Jazz Foundation Services (JFS) which allow the different tools to work together as a single logical server.
2.2.2 Jazz Foundation Services

The Jazz Web Services are a set of RESTful services-REST APIs. The different services available are Discovery service, Administration services, Process services, Storage services, Query services, Presentation services, Data warehousing services and Collaboration services.

2.3 Rational Team Concert Architecture

Rational Team Concert is the first Jazz based product. The Rational Team Concert clients communicate with Jazz server using RPC services and Restful services over HTTP.

Team Concert

![Image of Team Concert features]

- SCM
  - Change sets
  - Suspending changes
  - Workspaces, Streams
  - Components, Baselines
  - Snapshots
  - ClearCase Connector, SVN Bridge

- Work Items
  - Defects, Enhancements
  - Task tracking
  - Approvals
  - Iteration planning
  - Workflow customization
  - ClearQuest Connector

- Build
  - Continuous integration
  - Build engine
  - Work item and Change Set Traceability
  - Run Personal Builds
  - Integration with Build Forge

- Project Health
  - Reports
  - Dashboards (project, team, personal)

- Project, Teams, Users
- Process enactment, customization, role based Permissions
- In-context Collaboration, Events, Presence

Rational Team Concert

Figure 2.2: Rational Team Concert. Picture taken from [10]
2.3.1 Rational Team Concert Server

It is a web based application. It supports two kinds of servers; Apache Tomcat and IBM Websphere. The client side scripting is done in Javascript. The server takes requests in the form of URLS and invokes Rest web services with responses in XML or JSON.

All user interface logic is in the client browser and logic and execution state resides in the server. Due to this the user interface is more responsive than the traditional websites.

It is more scalable. The services are stateless since all the session data is not sent back and forth across the wire and client-side caching optimizes the fetching of cachable items from the repository.

2.3.2 Rational Team Concert Client

The different clients that are present are the Eclipse client, Command line clients, web clients.

2.4 Jazz Team Server Components

The Jazz Team server comprises of two or three primary components:

1. Application server: It provides the servlet container to run the executable code and return the results to the user. Currently Apache Tomcat and web sphere are supported.

2. Database server: It is a relational database. It stores user information, source code, project information, work items. Currently DB2, Derby and Oracle are supported.

3. Reverse Proxy Server: RTC can be configured to utilize reverse proxy server for additional security. It is an optional component.

2.5 Jazz proxy caching

Jazz can work with any Http based proxy caching. Results marked as 'cacheable' can be cached and they are requests for getting frozen file content. When we load or update workspace, the content objects are received in parallel through the proxy server. Proxy caching helps improve the response time.

2.5.1 Forward proxy

Forward proxy is used to speed up and shape the web traffic. Jazz has been tested with squid forward proxy configuration as well as Apache Httpd.
2.5.2 Reverse Accelerator Proxy

Squid or apache httpd can be used as reverse accelerator proxy. We can connect to the proxy server which forwards the requests to the Jazz RTC Team Server.
Chapter 3

Performance Model and Simulation

3.1 Performance Model

We have designed a performance model for the Rational Team Server based on the data available and discussions with members of the Jazz Group. The model is described as:

1. Closed queuing model - modeled as a closed queuing model since the users would keep moving continuously through the queuing system. A user is modeled as an entity moving through the system. There is a limit on the maximum number of users that can access system. When one user leaves the system another user can replace that user.

2. Finite population - The system has an upper bound on the maximum number of concurrent users in the system.

3. Continuous Time The system would be monitored for a continuous time

4. Discrete State Each state depends on the number of jobs in the queue

5. Probabilistic Even though the input is the same, the output would change if the factors are changed(like number of processors)

6. Dynamic System changes with time

7. Non-linear The output is not linear
Figure 3.1: Performance Model
3.2 Model

3.2.1 RTC Clients

Only ‘Developers’ have been considered and not ‘Contributors’. ‘Contributors’ are web clients whereas ‘Developers’ are the RTC Clients. Arrivals of users have been considered deterministic. Each user will think for a particular time before making a request. The think time would be exponential.

RTC Client is modeled as a pure delay queue with service service time being the ‘think time’. Each user makes number of requests to the different services during its time in the system. Currently IBM has put an upper bound on the number of clients in the system.

It will be a closed model since the number of clients will be constant at a certain depending on the number of licenses.

3.2.2 Proxy cache

It can be squid or Apache Httpd proxy server. It can be modeled as a load dependent or multiple processors. We have assumed that the proxy cache server has only one processor. It has an infinite queue. The number of processors can be taken as input from the user since it would be dependent on the place where they are working. The cache always stores small popular files.

3.2.3 WAN

The WAN is modeled as a simple queue with exponential service time depending on the type of request. We will add external traffic to find the performance parameters for the different external traffic rates. It cannot be a bottleneck since then the performance metrics of the Jazz server would not matter.

Communication delay in Wan depends on time, sites where the communication has to occur, size of the document network bandwidth, no. of hops, network traffic. It would be difficult to assume delay for the WAN. It can be taken as the input from the user since it would require extensive study of WAN. We have assumed slow Latency WAN with 150ms latency.

3.2.4 Network Gateway

The Network Gateway is modeled as pure delay queue with delay of 5 microseconds. The delay time will have an exponential distribution.
3.2.5 Switched Ethernet

Is modeled as a single processor queue. There is an incoming queue for requests and an outgoing queue for response. It has an exponential service of 5 milliseconds. IBM also considered this value when taking performance results in their controlled environment.

3.2.6 Web services

Each of the web services is modeled as a separate queue with the average service times we obtained from the IBM data. IBM had collected data regarding the total time used by the service and the number of calls made to the service in the first week of development for 62 hours. Using that data we obtained the average service time of each service. The service time is assumed to have exponential distribution. They would have infinite queues. All these services share the processors power of the RTC server [18, 25, 5].

We will be considering only those services which put maximum load on the server and are related to all the phases of the project. IBM has shortlisted the most popular services based on their data collection. The calls to these services will be the different kinds of requests that a user can make.

IBM has also given data normalized for a 750 developer run for one hour. Based on that we obtained data as to how many requests for each service would one user make in one hour. The client 'think time' has been adjusted in such a way that one user should make that many types of requests in one hour. The services will be modeled as separate queues as they have no interaction with each other.

The different types of requests considered are:

1. IDirectWritingContentService.get() - Called during automated builds, accepting change sets, loading attachments, loading repository workspaces. It is a heavy hitter in both number of times called and cumulative time.
2. IFeedService - Fetching RSS feeds and events from the server. It drives the Team central, Feeds view and dashboards.
3. ITeamBuildService - Called during automated builds when status, results and downloads are uploaded.
4. IScmService - Called when refreshing Pending Changes View, browsing change sets, comparing streams, repository workspaces and snapshots.
5. IDirectWritingContentService.put() - Checking in files, uploading work items, process attachments to server.
6. IQueryService - Creating and running queries.

7. IReportRestService - Fetching reports and report parameters in dashboards and rich clients.

3.2.7 Data server

The data server is a relational database. It will have an infinite queue. During their data collection for performance analysis IBM considered the delay between RTC server and the database to be 1-2 milliseconds. We have considered the data server will have exponential service time of 1 ms. The data server is assumed to be fast compared to the RTC server.

3.2.8 Inputs

1. No of users (number of requests)
2. Distribution of the users

3.2.9 Outputs

1. Response time
2. Transactions per second
3. Resource Utilization
4. Bottleneck analysis

3.2.10 Factors

1. Number of Processors
2. Cache - Percentage of Hit Rate
3. WAN - External traffic on it (low, medium, high)

3.2.11 Advantages

1. Performance prediction
2. Bottleneck identification
3. Capacity provisioning
Table 3.1: Services Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Name</th>
<th>Service Time(seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IDirectWritingContentService.get()</td>
<td>0.0052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFeedService</td>
<td>0.1517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITeamBuildService</td>
<td>0.0383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IScmService</td>
<td>4.229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDirectWritingContentService.put()</td>
<td>0.5626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQueryService</td>
<td>0.0804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IReportRestService</td>
<td>5.262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQueryRepositoryService</td>
<td>0.13029</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: User Inputs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Name</th>
<th>Number of requests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IDirectWritingContentService.get()</td>
<td>1280.1221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFeedService</td>
<td>32.123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITeamBuildService</td>
<td>52.745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IScmService</td>
<td>14.33609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDirectWritingContentService.put()</td>
<td>3.2254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQueryService</td>
<td>19.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IReportRestService</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQueryRepositoryService</td>
<td>7.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.12 Service Time

These values are calculated from the data given by IBM regarding the cumulative time the service spent on the server and the number of times the service was called [18].

3.2.13 User Inputs

It will give the different types of requests that a user makes in hour. This data is obtained from the data calculated by IBM regarding the normalized count of requests that 750 users make in one hour. For example, we assumed that one user makes one call to ReportRestService in one hour [18].
Chapter 4

Performance Results

We are using Arena as the Simulation platform, for simulating the performance model. Code is written in VBA [17] to automate the collection of results. We are also giving a mathematical solution to our performance model using Multi class Mean Value Analysis. We are comparing the results obtained from simulation and multiclass MVA.

Different services are hosted on the Rational Team Concert Server which share the processing power of the server. The RTC server is modeled as a queue with different services being modeled as different classes of requests.

4.1 Mean Value Analysis with Multiple classes of Requests

The queuing model can be solved using 'Mean Value Analysis' for MultiClass requests. The algorithm is implemented in Java and results are obtained for different concurrent users in the system [4].

Multiclass Mean Value analysis works by solving a set of equations recursively. There are a fixed number of requests $N_r$ for each class of requests $r$ which are moving through the system. The load intensity vector is represented as

$$\vec{N} = (\vec{N}_1, \vec{N}_2, \vec{N}_3, \vec{N}_4, ..., \vec{N}_R)$$ (4.1)

Let $\vec{1}_r$ indicates a vector where all components are zero except for the $r$ component which is 1.
Figure 4.1: Design of the RTC server in simulation.

Figure 4.2: Design of the RTC server in Multiclass Mean Value Analysis.
Let $R'_i r, \vec{N}$ stand for the residence time of class $r$ requests at queue $i$ when number of class 1 requests is $N_1$, number of class 2 requests is $N_2$, ... and number of class $R$ requests is $N_R$.

The residence time equations for multiclass queuing networks have a complex dependency on queue lengths for different load intensity values. To compute residence time values for load intensity vector $\vec{N} = (\vec{N}_1, \vec{N}_2, \vec{N}_3, ..., \vec{N}_R)$ we need to compute queue lengths for load intensity vectors $\vec{N} - \vec{1}_1, \vec{N} - \vec{1}_2, \vec{N} - \vec{1}_3 \vec{N} - \vec{1}_4, ..., \vec{N} - \vec{1}_R$. Due to these dependencies the number of computations for the multiclass MVA goes up very fast.

An approximation was proposed by Schweitzer [28] for the $n_{i,r}(\vec{N} - \vec{1}_r)$ needed to compute $n_i(\vec{N} - \vec{1}_r)$. It is based on the assumption that number of class $r$ requests in each queue increases proportionally with with number of class $r$ customers in the queuing network.

\begin{align*}
n_{i,r}(\vec{N} - \vec{1}_r)/n_{i,r}(\vec{N}) &= (N_r - 1)/N_r \quad (4.2) \\
n_{i,r}(\vec{N} - \vec{1}_r) &= ((N_r - 1)/N_r) \ast n_{i,r}(\vec{N}) \quad (4.3)
\end{align*}

To start we initialize the queue lengths by equally distributing the number of requests per class over all queues visited by that class. If class $r$ visits only $K_r$ of $K$ queues, initial value for $n_{i,r}$ would be $N_R/K_R$. We use the residence time equations, throughput equations, queue length equation to get estimates of queue lengths. Iterations continue till maximum relative error in queue lengths between successive iterations is less than tolerance specified by the user.

### 4.1.1 Approximation for multiple resource queues

Since the processors are shared between number of service queues we use the approximation by Seidmann et al. [2] that avoids convergence problems. Using load dependent resources in closed multiclass models may pose convergence problems to the iterative MVA solution. A queue with $m$ resources and service demand $D$ at each resource should be replaced with two queues in tandem. The first one is a single resource queue $D/m$ which works $m$ times faster. The second is a delay queue with service demand of $D(m - 1)/m$. So the total time spent at these two queues is $D/m + D(m - 1)/m = D$ [2, 4].
Figure 4.3: Multiple resource queue

Figure 4.4: Approximation for multiple resource queues
4.1.2 Implementation

1. Multi Class Mean Value Analysis: The algorithm is implemented in Java. Service demands, Number of class $r$ requests and the tolerance level is taken as an input from the user. Tolerance is taken is 0.05

2. Simulation: The model is simulated using the Arena simulator. Code is written in VBA to collect the automate the collection of the results [17]. Results are collected in Excel files and analyzed.

4.1.3 Algorithm

The Multiclass Mean Value Analysis algorithm is described in Algorithm 1:

4.2 Simulation

Simulation is done to understand how a system would behave in real world scenarios. We have designed various scenarios to understand the behavior of the system under various conditions. Each scenario is described and the graphs are plotted.

4.2.1 Scenario 1

We will be studying the system when number of concurrent users in the system goes on increasing from 1 to 350. System modeled as:

1. Two processors shared by various service queues in RTC server

2. Database has two processors

3. Number of users in the system goes on increasing from 1 to 350

4. Load is put on the server as would be generated when that many number of users are present in the system.

5. Each client thinks for sometime then sends a request which passes through the local switched Ethernet, then the router, then goes to the service requested, database and then the response comes back to the client.

The first graph shows the comparison between multiclass MVA and simulation when the concurrent number of users in the system goes on increasing from 1 to 350. We see that the graph does not match completely. MVA is an approximate closed form solution. The results are similar till users are around 50 in the system. MVA grows slower than the actual simulation.
Algorithm 1 Multiple Class Mean Value Analysis

Input Parameters:
- Service Demand for Class $r$ for each queue $i$: $Dir$
- Number of requests for Class $r$: $Nr$
- Maximum absolute error in queue length: $\epsilon$

Output:
- Mean Queue Length for Class $r$ for each queue: $n_{i,r}(\overrightarrow{N})$
- Mean Residence Time for Class $r$ for each queue: $R'_{i,r}(\overrightarrow{N})$
- Throughput for class $r$: $x_{0,r}(\overrightarrow{N})$

Initialize:
$\overrightarrow{N} = (N_1, N_2, N_3, ... N_n)$

for $r=1$ to $R$ do
  for $i=1$ to $K$ do
    if $D_{i,r} \neq 0$ then
      $n_{i,r}^e(\overrightarrow{N}) = N_r / K_r$
    end if
  end for
end for

Iteration Loop:
Repeat
Make the queue length estimates, $n_{i,r}^e(\overrightarrow{N})$, be the current queue length values:
for $r=1$ to $R$ do
  for $i=1$ to $K$ do
    $n_{i,r}(\overrightarrow{N}) = n_{i,r}^e(\overrightarrow{N})$
  end for
end for
for $r=1$ to $R$ do
  Begin
    for $i=1$ to $K$ do
      Begin
      Compute the queue length at queue $i$ with one less class $r$ request using Schweitzer’s approximation
      $n_{i}(\overrightarrow{N} - T_r) = (N_r - 1 / N_r) n_{i,r}(\overrightarrow{N}) + \sum_{t=1 \& t \neq r}^R n_{i,t}(\overrightarrow{N})$
      Compute the residence time for class $r$ at queue $i$:
      $R'_{i,r}(\overrightarrow{N}) = D_{i,r}$ /* delay*/
      or
      $R'_{i,r}(\overrightarrow{N}) = D_{i,r}[1+n_{i}(\overrightarrow{N} - T_r)]$ /* queuing*/
    end for
  Compute the throughput for class $r$.
  $X_{0,r}(\overrightarrow{N}) = N_r / (\sum_{i=1}^K R'_{i,r}(\overrightarrow{N}))$
end for
Compute the new estimates for queue lengths:

\begin{verbatim}
for r:=1 to R do
    for i:=1 to K do
        n_{i,r}^e(\overrightarrow{N}) = X_{0,r}(\overrightarrow{N}) X (R'_{i,r}(\overrightarrow{N})
    end for
end for

Until max_{i,r} \left( \left[ n_{i,r}^e(\overrightarrow{N}) - n_{i,r}(\overrightarrow{N}) \right] / n_{i,r}^e(\overrightarrow{N}) \right) < \epsilon
\end{verbatim}

The second graph shows us the RTC server utilization and Database percentage utilization w.r.t number of users. From the utilization graph we can see that the RTC server utilization is almost 100% for 200 users. Peak utilization of database is 1.7%. Utilization of the database is low since we assume that the database is very fast compared to RTC server. IBM has assumed the delay between the server and database to be 1-2 ms. We have assumed the service time of the database to be 1ms. The utilization of the RTC server increases very fast. RTC server is the bottleneck in this case.

The third graph shows us average service transactions per second w.r.t the number of users in the system. The graph stabilizes at around 200 users in the system with 32-33 service transactions per second.

The fourth graph is of confidence intervals. Confidence intervals are plotted on the graph of Mean Response Time Vs Number of Users in the system. The upper and the lower bound of the confidence intervals is approximately +0.5 and -0.5 of the mean response time. With 90% confidence the response time would be between +0.5 to -0.5 of the mean response time.
Figure 4.5: Scenario 1: Comparision between MultiClass MVA and Simulation for Response Time

Figure 4.6: Scenario 1: Utilization of Resources
Figure 4.7: Scenario 1: Service calls per Second

Figure 4.8: Scenario 1: Confidence intervals
4.3 Scenario 2

Scenario 2 is same as Scenario 1 except that the number of processors to be shared between the services is 4.

1. Four processors shared by various service queues in RTC server

2. Database has two processors

The first graph shows us the comparison between the mean response time obtained using simulation and mean value analysis as the number of concurrent users in the system goes on increasing from 10 to 250. We see that the results are not quite matching since MVA is an approximate closed form solution and not an exact solution.

The second graph shows us the confidence intervals of the mean response time. The upper and the lower bounds of the confidence intervals is +0.5 and -0.5 of the mean response time.

Figure 4.9: Scenario 2: Comparision between MultiClass MVA and Simulation for Response Time
4.4 Scenario 3

Scenario 3 is same as Scenario 1 except that the number of processors to be shared between the services is 6.

1. Six processors shared between the services on the RTC server

2. Two processors the database

The first graph shows the response time Vs number of users in the system. It shows the comparison between multiclass MVA and simulation. The response time grows differently than the simulation since MVA is an approximate closed form solution and not an exact solution.

The second graph shows the number of service transactions per seconds Vs number of users. The system stabilizes at around 100 service transactions per second at 300 users in the system.
The third graph shows the RTC percentage utilization and database utilization Vs number of users in the system. The RTC server utilization reaches 100% at around 300 users in the system. Database utilization is low compared to RTC server utilization. We see that RTC server is still the bottleneck in this case.

Figure 4.11: Scenario 3: Response Time when 6 processors are present in the RTC server
Figure 4.12: Scenario 3: Service transactions per second when 6 processors are present in the RTC server

Figure 4.13: Scenario 3: Resource Utilization when 6 processors present in the RTC server
4.5 Scenario 4

A WAN and a cache is added to the network. We see how the cache will improve the performance of the system.

1. Two processors are shared between the services hosted on the RTC server.
2. There is an external traffic on the WAN of 10,000 requests per hour.
3. Database has 2 processors.
4. Cache has exponential service time with mean of 5 milliseconds.
5. WAN has exponential service time with mean of 150 milliseconds.

The first graph shows response time of Cache and how it changes as the hit rate increases from 1 to 90%. We see that the even at 90% hit rate the response time using cache is very fast. There are some objects in the data that are not 'cachable'. So we have assumed that the maximum hit rate can be 90%. We have also give comparison for cache response time between simulation and Multi class Mean Value analysis.

The second graph shows total response time is request goes to the RTC server and how it changes as the hit rate increases from 1 to 90%. We see that the response time using the RTC server decreases with increase in hit rate.

The third graph shows resource utilization of the RTC server and cache and how it changes as the hit rate increases from 1 to 100%.

4.6 Scenario 5

A WAN and a cache is added to the network. There is a heavy external traffic on the WAN of 20,000 requests per hour. We see how the cache will improve the performance of the system.

1. Two processors are shared between the services hosted on the RTC server.
Figure 4.14: Scenario 4: Response Time of Cache with external traffic of 10000 requests per hour

Figure 4.15: Scenario 4: Response Time of RTC server with external traffic of 10000 requests per hour
Figure 4.16: Scenario 4: Utilization of Resources with external traffic of 10000 requests per hour

2. There is a heavy external traffic on the WAN of 20,000 requests per hour.

3. Database has 2 processors.

4. Cache has exponential service time with mean of 5 milliseconds.

5. WAN has exponential service time with mean of 150 milliseconds

The first graph shows the response time of Cache and how it changes as the hit rate increases from 1 to 90%. We see that the even at 90% hit rate the response time using cache is very fast.

The second graph shows response time of the RTC server and how it changes as the hit rate increases from 1 to 90%. We see that the response time using the RTC server decreases with increase in hit rate.

The third graph shows resource utilization of the RTC server and cache and how it changes as the hit rate increases from 1 to 100%.
Figure 4.17: Scenario 5: Response Time of Cache with external traffic of 20000 requests per hour

Figure 4.18: Scenario 5: Response Time Of RTC server with external traffic of 20000 requests per hour
Figure 4.19: Scenario 5: Utilization of resources with external traffic of 20000 requests per hour
Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work

This chapter summarizes the work and suggests extensions for future work.

5.1 Summary

In this thesis we have designed a performance model for the Jazz Development Environment. We have analyzed the data provided by IBM for various services and user patterns and modeled the system accordingly.

The main contributions of our work are:

1. We have successfully modeled the Jazz development environment as a closed queuing network.

2. The queuing model has been simulated for variety of scenarios by changing various factors in the system like number of processors and degree of caching.

3. We have also provided an approximate mathematical solution using Multi Class Mean Value Analysis.

4. We have compared the results from simulation and Multi Class Mean Value Analysis. The results do not match exactly since Multi Class MVA is an approximate closed form solution. Comparison is made for certain selective cases.

5. Our performance model can be used for predicting response time, service calls per second, resource utilizations for Rational Team server under various load conditions.

We see from the results that RTC server is the bottleneck in most cases. If we improve the performance of the RTC server the system performance would improve. Using proxy caching helps improve the performance of the system considerably.
5.2 Future Work

Jazz is a team collaboration platform for software development. Future work in this area would be to use the system in a real setting and collect the performance results for various scenarios. We were not able to do actual student trials since it would require large number of students, to collect results for the scalability analysis of the system.

We have considered only the services which receive the maximum number of the requests. Future work could be done to consider the remaining services and take them into account for modeling the RTC server.
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